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THE BG NEWS

IT’S ELECTRIC
The University’s popular culture
department will host a Electric Guitar
in Popular Culture Conference next
weekend. Read about speakers and
performers on Page 3.
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Show
celebrates
legacy
Delta Sigma Theta sorority
holds Jabberwock variety show
By Annie Furia
Pulse Editor

TECHNOLOGICAL INVESTMENT

PHOTOS BY ALYSSA N. BENES | THE BG NEWS

Visual Communication Technology lab celebrates four years
By Hannah Benson
Reporter

Visual Communication Technology’s packaging and display lab turns four this year.
The lab has provided students with
unique skills in the industry, making them
more marketable to employers when they
graduate, Chair and Associate Professor
Donna Trautman said.
Trautman and senior VCT lecturer
Laney Fugett wrote and received a grant of
$160,000 from the International Corrugated
and Packaging Foundation for software and
a flatbed cad sample table related to the
packaging industry.
After receiving the grant, Associate
Professor Charles Spontelli worked with EFI
and VuTek to acquire the printer for the lab.
The grant they received from ICPF was
enhanced by ESKO who donated software,
maintenance, and upgrades to the lab,
making the lab worth over $4.5 million.
The University helped install the equipment into the lab, along with the electrical service, the exhaust system and the
compressor.
All of the equipment in the lab was donat-

ed, Spontelli said.
“Since that lab was installed, in the past
four years, VCT has not spent a penny on
running it,” Spontelli said. “It has all been
provided by those companies.”
Companies donate to the lab because
it educates students that they will one day
hire, Trautman said.
“We are the only program in Ohio and
one of the very unique ones in the country
that have a lab which combines that cutting
table and the printer and our software and
facilities,” Trautman said. “They want to
hire our students.”
Spontelli said the packaging industry in
Ohio is a billion dollar industry.
“They were getting all of their students
from other states and transplanting them to
companies in Ohio,” Trautman said. “They
really reached out to us and want to encourage us to continue.”
Spontelli said ESKO did not know about
the University’s VCT program until the
packaging and display lab project started.
Since hearing about the lab, one of the
vice presidents visited and donated the

JANIQUE PETTIS looks at a printed material that the students create in the lab.
This lab gives students the chance to work on their skills in the industry.

See VCT | Page 8

The focus of Saturday’s Jabberwock
show is legacy, as the hosting Delta
Sigma Theta sorority heads into its
50th year at the University.
The theme for the Jabberwock
variety show is “A Golden
Celebration of Art, Fashion
and Talent.”
Co-coordinators for Jabberwock
Sydney Howell and Catherine
Peterson said the idea behind the
theme was to keep it consistent
with the sorority’s 50th anniversary, which occurs the week after
Jabberwock.
“Everything this year is …
about the legacy of Epsilon
Omicron Chapter of Jabberwock,”
Peterson said.
The show has many elements,
including a fashion show, poets,
singers, dancers, gymnastics, a rap
performance and an art display.
Howell said the show includes 20
models and seven or eight participants in the talent portion.
One of the models is sophomore
Terrin Bates. He said he decided
to audition because he wanted
to get involved after attending
Jabberwock last year.
Bates said he enjoyed Jabberwock
because it is “a collaboration of art,
music and culture among AfricanAmericans in a fun, creative,
positive way.”
Howell said this year’s
Jabberwock will highlight some
small businesses in the area.
“That’s actually the clothes that
will be in the show, so there’ll
be vendors that people can buy
the clothes that they see [from],”
Howell said.
Howell said planning the show
has been a long process.
“We’ve been planning it all year,
since the school year started,”
Howell said.
Peterson agreed pulling the
show together has been intensive,
but said the work is worth it.
“It’s a lot of work just with us on
campus, but to me it doesn’t seem
that hard because it’s something
that I enjoy so much,” she said.

See JABBER | Page 8

New organization brings awareness SUPERFANS LINE UP
SAGA educates about disabilities and special needs
By Kelly Savela
Reporter

Saturday is World Down
Syndrome Day and a new
University organization is working to spread awareness about
the disorder.
Special Ability Guardian
Angels has recently been created
to spread awareness to the student body about different types
of disabilities.
SAGA was officially recognized
as an organization in December
of 2014. It was founded by the
current president, Bailee Jesse.
Jesse brought the idea of SAGA
to the University due to the personal connection she has with
a boy who has Down Syndrome
from her hometown.
At home Jesse is a special needs
dance coach where she developed a strong relationship with
Dylan, a little boy with Down

Syndrome who was enrolled in
the dance class. After the classes
were over, Dylan’s parents asked
Jesse to be his nanny and their
bond strengthened. It was once
she came to the University that
she realized how much of an
impact Dylan had had on her.
“I felt I needed to do something for him while I was up
here,” said Jesse.
Once the initial idea was created, Jesse went about developing what this organization would
entail and what its purpose on
campus would be.
The mission of SAGA is to educate students about different disabilities and those with special
needs, while fundraising for different causes.
“Our mission is to draw awareness to special needs topics each
month,” SAGA member Meghan

See SAGA| Page 8

ERIC BURGASSER | THE BG NEWS

MEMBERS OF FANDOM stand in line to present their costumes during Cosplay Night.

FALCONS TO PLAY SEMIFINAL

MEDIA REPRESENTATION

The BG hockey team takes on fourth ranked
Michigan Tech in a WCHA semifinal game.
After splitting the season series, the Falcons
will look to win in order to secure an automatic
bid to the NCAA tournament. | PAGE 6

Columnist Deanna Huffman says that
more representation of minority groups
is needed in the media. She points out
the importance of black, female representation, especially. | PAGE 5

IF YOU COULD HAVE SOMEONE HEADLINE YOUR TALENT
SHOW, WHO WOULD IT BE AND WHY?
“Maz Jobrani, because he’s trying to
make a relationship with Iranian society and America and he’s funny.”
Ramin Khakzad
Grad Student, Computer Science
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— NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED! —

FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE!
GAS l HEAT l BASIC CABLE l INTERNET l SHUTTLE
WATER/SEWER l RECYCLING l TRASH PICK-UP

Winthrop Terrace Apartments
Laura Walter, 23, of Bowling Green, was
cited for underage sales prohibited within
the 100 block of East Wooster street.

BLOTTER
MON., MARCH 16

6:47 P.M.

12:30 P.M.

Paul V. Cooper Jr, 27, of Toledo was
cited for shoplifting at Walmart on West
Gypsy Lane.
10:37 P.M.

Victoria Dolch, 20, of Fostoria, was cited
for underage possession of alcohol within
the 100 block of North Main street.
Sarah Lesniak, 18, of Parma, Ohio,
and Kelsey Vancamp, 19, of Brighton,
Michigan, were cited for underage possession and open container of alcohol on
the corner of East and North Prospect.

TUES., MARCH 17

10:28 P.M.

Jessica L. Kouse, 31, of Woodville and
Lauro Zamarripa, 31, of Bowling Green
were warned for criminal trespass within
the 500 block of Sandridge road.
11:31 A.M.

Kyle Davis, 19, of Glenwillow and
Nicholas Adamowski, 19, of Bowling
Green were issued civil citations for disorderly conduct and urinating in public
within the 400 block of Clough street.
3:13 P.M.

Taylor Kaufman, 24, of Perrysburg, was
cited for disorderly conduct within the
100 block of North Main street.

WED., MARCH 18
1:59 A.M.

Ross Douglas. 20, of Sylvania, Ohio and
Austin Serna, 20, of Toledo, were cited
for disorderly conduct and underage
under the influence within the 100 block
of East Reed street.
2:29 A.M.

Tevin Jemison, 22, and Michael Huber,
21, of Saint Marys, Ohio were warned for
disorderly-urinating in public.

Bradley Thompson, 29, of Bowling
Green, was cited for underage sales
prohibited within the 400 block of East
Wooster street.

CORRECTION
POLICY

4:57 P.M.

Justin Yocabet, 18, of Bowling Green,
was cited for underage possession of
alcohol within the 400 block of North
Enterprise street.
4:50 P.M.

We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

Samuel Anton Ryan Rogers, 19, of
Bowling Green, was cited for open container and underage possession within
the 300 block of North Main street.

Check out the full interactive
blotter map at BGNEWS.COM

5:00 P.M.

Students learn lessons from ECCO Conference Wednesday
Keynote speaker Jeff Duncan-Andrade speaks to education majors about teaching in urban schools
By Crystal Chlebina
Reporter

7:13 P.M.

Eric Stephen Liddy, 23, Bradley Kirk
Watkins, 44, and Michael A. Mcarthur,
31, were warned for criminal trespass
within the 300 block of Liberty Avenue
12:32 A.M.

400 E Napoleon Road | 419-352-9135 | investekmanagement.com | Now Leasing for Fall 2015

U

The sixth year of the
ECCO Conference began
Wednesday evening with
keynote speaker Jeff DuncanAndrade.
Duncan-Andrade, who
is the associate professor of Raza Studies and
Education Administration
and
Interdisciplinary
Studies at San Francisco
State University, spoke to
students on his past experiences throughout teaching
in urban schooling.
The talk was titled “Note
to Educators: Hope Required
When Growing Roses in
Concrete” and explained the
value of polishing students
who may fall beneath the
cracks in today’s schooling.
Duncan-Andrade
explained that while being
the youngest of seven children, he often felt like it was
his birthright to complain.
“My mom finally sat me

ENROLL

down one day, put a cup in
front of my face and told
me to tell her if it was half
empty or half full,” DuncanAndrade said. “Sitting there
not knowing what to say, my
mom explained to me that
if I choose to see my life as
half empty, I will never fill my
cup up.”
This early education gave
many lessons to DuncanAndrade when bringing his
teachings to schools.
“Every child you will
work with is both a glass
half empty and a glass half
full,” Duncan-Andrade said.
“When you decide to see a
child as a glass half full, they
will battle for you.”
The most valuable lesson that education major
Ellen Rossi took away from
the speaker is that teaching
is more about respecting
the student so that they can
respect you.
“I think the best thing
I heard tonight was when
he explained that we must

earn the heart to earn their
mind,” Rossi said. “I like
that I can take that on to my
profession.”
Duncan-Andrade teaches
in Oakland, California and
said that if you don’t live in
the community you’re serving, it is often difficult to
understand where the students are coming from.
In Oakland, within five
years there were 555 homicides. Duncan-Andrade said
that continues to affect the
students with Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder after these
occurrences.
“If your basic needs are not
met,” Duncan-Andrade said.
“You cannot study and you
cannot focus in school.”
Today, one in three urban
youth students have PTSD,
and are often sent to a mentor or tutoring when reacting
to this in the classroom.
Duncan-Andrade says the
most significant factor that
students need today is hope.
“The most important les-

FOR RENT

son I learned from him was
that you have to be that one
hope a student has,” said
Caleb Wyse, an early education major. “You have to be
there when your students
need you and that’s what I
try to do.”
At the end of the speech,
Duncan-Andrade explained
to the students that it took
him time to get to where he
is today.
In the school where he
began teaching, he was fired
two years in a row while being
named teacher of the year by
his students both years.
Claire Grgic, an education
major, said that the last part
of his speech really spoke out
to her.
“He had a lot of failures but
kept what he believed in,”
Grgic said. “It taught me to
stick to what I believe in when
it comes to teaching.”
The ECCO Conference
schedule will continue Friday
at 7 p.m. with a film screening and discussion.

Your Views
Is there a story in the
BGNews that you
want to voice your
opinion on?

FALL 2015

Registration
319 E. WOOSTER ST.

BOWLING GREEN

419-354-2260
Great Selection
Close to Campus
Great Prices

Sign up for a
group blog or
community site
today.
visit us and give us your input @

NEWS.com

Great selection of Houses & Apartments
Complete Rental Listing available
on-line and in Rental Office
Water, Sewer, & Trash included
in most units

Start Dates
March 30
March 30
March 31
April 2
April 14
April 15
April 17

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
O P E N R E G I S T R AT I O N
Sophomores
April 17 thru Aug 30, 2015
Freshmen
Guest Students

Our Students Stay with Us
We allow Pets

BG’s ONLY
Non-Smoking
Community
that Caters to
Students!

Successfully Serving
BGSU Students for almost 40 Years.

FREE
Gas Heat

HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

Go to:

my.bgsu.edu

Questions?

1. SELECT > student center
2. SELECT > enroll
3. SELECT > add

Call the Registration HOTLINE:

Quality Service, Quality Housing

ALSO INCLUDED
Gas cooking
Water (hot and cold)
Shuttle Service to campus
High Speed Internet
Basic & Standard Cable

419-372-4444
8 am - 5 pm
Monday - Friday

You can access everything that you
need via the “Student Center” at the
MyBGSU portal.

Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building

319 E. Wooster Street | Across from Taco Bell

BOWLIN G

GR EEN

STAT E

Greenbriar
Inc.

UN IVE RSIT Y

CLOSE
TO CAMPUS!

— 419.354.2260 —
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

473 S. Summit St
419-806-4855
summitterracebg.com

Best Selection of

Houses & Apartment

445 E Wooster St. | 419-352-0717 | www.greenbriarrentals.com
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Electric guitar conference March 27-28

Sports &
Suits
Sportswear, fitted suits part of menswear fashion trends for spring

By Meg Kraft
Fashion Columnist

Menswear spring 2015 collections featured sportswear, fitted suits and floral
accents.
The collections played on traditional menswear
elements, but designers amped up the looks with lightweight and transitional pieces.
Sportswear as street-wear dominated men’s spring fashion.
The Parisian fashion house, Carven, dressed male models in puttogether sporty ensembles.
Carven featured outfits reminiscent of sports attire.
Neutral tailored button down baseball shirts were the focus of the line, paired
with fitted chinos and trench coats.
Athletic styles, including mesh, jerseys and sneakers are spring staples.
While women’s spring collections featured basic neutrals and bronzed colors, Men can
expect blue hues in their sporty styles.
Umit Benan’s Spring 2015 collection was decorated with aqua pin-stripe suits and constructed
blazers.
The models walked the runway with leather duffel bags, tennis jackets and square cut shorts.
Formal attire was anything but the average suit and tie.

See FASHION | Page 4

Performers and speakers will gather in Bowling Green to celebrate and
discuss the role of the electric guitar
in popular culture March 27-28.
The speakers will present and
perform at the Electric Guitar in
Popular Culture Conference hosted
by the University’s popular culture
department.
Matthew Donahue, a lecturer in
popular culture and an organizer
for the conference, said he got the
idea for the conference from his own
research into electric guitars and
other conferences the popular culture
department has organized.
“We had a very successful conference related to heavy metal in
popular culture,” he said. “This time
around, we really wanted to do
something that was focused in on the
electric guitar.”
Donahue said the electric guitar has impacted popular culture
because of its influence in different
music genres.
“The electric guitar has been so
key and crucial to so many different musical styles and has made an
impact really heavily into popular
music,” he said.
The three main speakers for the
conference are Martin Poppoff, Steve
Waksman and Ken Haas.
Poppoff is a journalist and author,
with over 45 books written on rock
and roll, hard rock and heavy metal.
He will deliver a keynote address
titled “Vulgar Display of Power: SixString Milestones in the Creation of
Heavy Metal Guitar.”
Waksman, a professor at Smith
College, wrote one of the first scholarly articles on the electric guitar. He
will deliver a keynote address called
“Guitar Studies: Some Thoughts
About a Field That Doesn’t Really
Exist [Yet].”
Haas will present at a session
titled “Stories from the Scaffolding of
Rock and Roll.” He works at Reverend
Guitars, which Donahue said gives
him a behind-the-scenes view of the
music industry.
Another component to the conference is performances, which will happen throughout the conference and
nightly at Grounds for Thought.
Performers include Chris Buzzelli
from the University’s school of music,
Skip McDonald and Kelly Richey.
Donahue’s band, MAD 45, will also
perform at Grounds for Thought
Friday night.
Donahue said that the conference
has an emphasis on students
attending.
“We know that many of our
students here ... have an interest in
music, and it’s kind of like the universal language,” Donahue said.
He said that one perk of the conference is that it is free.
“Normally conferences like this are
ridiculously expensive. They’re ridiculously expensive to attend and they
are also ridiculously expensive even
for the presenters,” Donahue said.
“Thanks to our many sponsors, the
conference is free for all ages.”
A complete listing of conference
events and locations can be found at
www.bgsu.edu/egpc.

Review: “Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt”
Netflix series creates comedy from unlikely scenario, brings cast of fun characters
By Annie Furia
Pulse Editor

PHOTO PROVIDED

THE INFATUATIONS will play two shows at Grounds for Thought this weekend.

PULSE
BRIEF

Detroit band records at
Grounds for Thought
The rock band “The Infatuations,” will be
returning to play two shows at the coffee shop
Grounds for Thought this weekend.
This band hailing from Detroit, Michigan has
released one album titled “Detroit Block Party,”
described on their website as, “[They’re] the
well crafted pop-soul of Motown, to the sheer
in-your-face bravado of Parliament Funkadelic,
to the raw untamed energy of the MC5.”

The Infatuations played as a headliner for
the Black Swamp Arts Festival in 2014 and
during a visit at Grounds for Thought, the
members met with the owner, Kelly Wicks.
The band and Wicks entertained the idea of
returning to Bowling Green to record a vinyl
set under the Grounds for Thought records.
“After their performance, we talked about
the project and invited them to play [at]
Grounds,” Wicks said. “We reached an agreement that they would come back to record.”
The Infatuations will be recorded at each
performance this weekend. The vinyls will
hopefully be released in 2015, Wicks said.
The Infatuations will be playing at Grounds
for Thought March 20 and 21 at 8 p.m.

At first, the premise of Netflix’s
“Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt”
sounds more suited to a drama
than a comedy.
The shows begins with the
titular Kimmy Schmidt [Ellie
Kemper], along with three other
women, being rescued from an
underground bunker. The four
“mole women” were kidnapped
into an apocalypse cult and told
the outside world was gone.
It doesn’t seem like a lighthearted
beginning,
but
“Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt”
is somehow able to make a show
about trauma into a hilarious
sitcom.
Free from the bunker, Kimmy
decides to live in New York City,
but she’s taking on a world that

she hasn’t been in for 15 years.
The show strikes the perfect
balance between Kimmy’s ignorance of the modern world and
her ability to adapt to it. The
show gets some pretty great
jokes out of Kimmy’s reactions
to or misunderstandings of
modern life, but it knows when
to move on. Kimmy is a little
behind on the times, but she’s
smart and she learns quickly.
Honestly, the best thing about
“Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt”
is Kimmy herself. True to the
title, she is unbreakable. Despite
going through some serious
trauma, Kimmy is still optimistic about life. She’s kind, eager
and at times naive, but she’s also
a survivor and her resilience
makes her the emotional support for everyone around her.
Female characters in media

are so often boiled down to just
one thing. They’re feminine, or
kind or tough. “Unbreakable
Kimmy Schmidt” replaces “or”
with “and,” letting Kimmy be
the multifaceted character she
is. A lot of this is due to Kemper’s
acting, as she can take both
Kimmy’s sweet and darker sides
in stride.
And there are some darker
elements. Kimmy didn’t leave
the bunker emotionally and
mentally unscathed and the
show also doesn’t ignore that
part of her past. It adds depth
to the show and takes it beyond
most what most sitcoms are
capable of.
The rest of the cast is also
delightful, from Jacqueline
[Jane Krakowski], Kimmy’s

See REVIEW | Page 4
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LIGHT LAYERS are a 2015 spring trend. University student Giovanni Lanza wears a layered combination from H&M.

FASHION
From Page 3
Givenchy featured classic black button down shirts
and skinny leather bottoms.
Floral designs and accents
spiced up the otherwise
neutral collection, featuring tops and bottoms plastered with the appropriate
spring pattern.
A popular combination
included outlined suit jackets and shorts.
Gucci took a different
approach, creating a fresh
white spring line complete
with navy accents and nautical stripes.
Light layers, including
solid
crewnecks
and slip-on boat shoes,
are obtainable looks for
fashionable Falcons.
Giovanni Lanza, graphic
design major, wears an H&M

layered combination featuring a shawl collar and patterned white and navy button-down shirt.
Lanza said he’s excited to
see layering resurface as a
spring trend because overcoats and cardigans are better than the “usual sea of
white marshmallow jackets.”
Lanza looks forward to
wearing vests with dress
shirts this spring.
He said the current menswear spring 2015 trends are
refreshing and versatile.
“I appreciate the [sportswear] trend, but it feels too
overtly athletic for me to feel
really comfortable wearing
it,” he said.
Lanza plans to wear an
abundance of floral accents
next season, noting that men
may take a while to warm up
to the accents.
His favorite collection is
Gucci’s spring Ready-to-

Wear line.
“Classic blazers — I mean
there’s a reason they’re a
classic right? I love blazers.
A well-fitting black or blue
blazer can go with most outfits surprisingly well.”
Lanza suggests students browse his favorite
stores, H&M and Express,
to revamp their closets
for spring.
“[H&M and Express]
hopped on the hipster fashion train early and I appreciate that,” he said.
Lanza said style is obtainable with a little effort and
inspiration.
“The world of fashion is so
expansive that it would be
difficult not finding a stylish equivalent to what you
feel comfortable wearing,”
he said. “If you do a bit of
research, you’ll undoubtedly
find something out there
that looks amazing on you.”

PHOTO PROVIDED

ELLIE KEMPER shines as optimistic character Kimmy Schmidt, a woman living in New York City after escaping a cult.

REVIEW
From Page 3
spoiled employer with an
unexpected past, to Titus
[Tituss Burgess], Kimmy’s
roommate who is pursuing his dreams of being
famous no matter what.
There’s a lot of reliance

on common tropes, but
the characters are fun
enough to make it all
seem fresh.
The fast-paced dialogue
and surprisingly funny
throwaway jokes kept me
engaged throughout the
entire show. The best way
to watch it is to marathon
all the episodes at once,

because small things from
early episodes will pop
back up. “Unbreakable
Kimmy Schmidt” toes
the line between believeable and ridiculous and
likes to play around with
viewers’ expectations. All
of this left me with one
question: how long until
season two?

March Events
City and University host various forms of entertainment

March 20

March 20

March 20

March 21

Porcupine City
Plastic Shatners improv show
Education 115
6 p.m.
free

Horizon Youth Theatre one act plays
Woodland Mall
7 p.m.
Donations
Additional dates: March 21, 2 p.m.
and 7 p.m., March 22, 2 p.m.

$eth’s Fre$h $hoe$
Bad Genetics improv show
Olscamp 115
7:30 p.m.
free

Bufalo Native
Country music
Grumpy Dave’s Pub
9 p.m.
$5 under 21, free 21+

March 24

March 26

March 27

March 31

“Frida”
2002 ilm about Mexican painter
Frida Kahlo
Gish Theater, Hanna Hall
7:30 p.m.
free

“Wakolda” (“The German Doctor”)
2013 ilm in which a family unknowingly harbors a Nazi
Gish Theater, Hanna Hall
7:30 p.m.
free

“Dialogues of the Carmelites”
1957 opera about Carmelite nuns
Donnell Theatre, Wolfe Center
8 p.m.
$15 adult, $5 student/child, all
tickets $20 day of

“Winter’s Bone”
2010 ilm starring Jennifer Lawrence
Gish Theater, Hanna Hall
7:30 p.m.
free

Check us out online at:
www.bgnews.com
SOLES
W E A R I N G

O U T

SOULS 5K
P O V E R T Y

BGgivesShoes@gmail.com for any questions
https://runsignup.com/Race/OH/BowlingGreen/Soles4Souls5k

TM

Sign Up from March 15-18th with the code 4LUCK
and receive $1 off of registration!
BGSU Perry Fieldhouse
Saturday, March 28th
10 AM for walkers / runners
9 AM for volunteers

HEY!!!

$12.50 for runners / walkers
A donation of a pair of shoes is
also encouraged.

To raise awareness of poverty
and to collect shoes for those
less fortunate

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!
GREENBRIAR, INC.

445EastWoosterSt.•352-0717
www.GreenbriarRentals.com

FORUM
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET If you could have someone headline your talent show, who would it be and why?
“Bo Burnham,
very witty and
sarcastic plus he
interacts with
the audience.”

RACHEL CARTER
Sophomore,
Digital Arts

“John Denver...
because I love
his music and
think it would
be a great
opening act.”

JOSEPH C.F. ZBASNIK
Senior,
Engineering Tech

“Beyonce, she’s
the queen of
everything and
everyone would
want to come
see her.”

BRESHEA ANGLEN
Senior,
Education

“Lindsey Stirling,
because she’s a
great example
of what performance art can
be.”

NATHAN SEEBAUER
Freshman,
Biology

VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today’s People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

NO HARM DONE

ONE OF THE GUYS

SARAH FLACKE

More representation of minorities needed Important to deal with pain through love, not hatred
White privilege is something that I experience
every day.
It is like a cloak that I
can’t take off, whether I
want to or not.
In my everyday life,
white privilege means that
I have the freedom and the
ability to turn on the TV
and see people who look
just like me - channel after
channel.
White privilege means
that the majority of
Hollywood’s heroes also
look like me and I can continue to see their images
on apparel, merchandise
and magazine covers.
Although donning blackface may be a thing of the
past, whites’ monopolization of the film industry
certainly is not; and it is
female actresses of color
who are impacted most
significantly.
In
2014,
T he
Representation Project
conducted a study that
analyzed the top 500
grossing films based off
of box office numbers.
They found that only six
movies casted a woman
of color as the protagonist, five of which were
cartoon features.
Of all the widely
released movies from
2013, less than 5 percent
feature a leading role who
is a woman of color and
none of these movies even

DEANNA HUFFMAN
COLUMNIST

made it in the top 200 [it
should be noted that I use
the word “protagonist” in
this context to indicate the
character around whom
the story revolves].
In fact, Whoopi Goldberg
is the only woman of color
to star in a worldwide cinematic hit, “Sister Act,”
in 1992.
This data is significant
because in 2014, 36 percent of all U.S. moviegoers were people of color
and, according to the
Washington Post, 27 percent of frequent moviegoers [people who saw at
least one movie a month]
were children between the
ages of two and seventeen.
These numbers indicate
that a noteworthy portion
of moviegoers are relatively young and impressionable - and ultimately soak
in whitewashed cinema.
Fortunately, there is
some good news and
a promising change of
gears that will impact
America’s younger and
highly
impressionable
moviegoers.
DreamWorks studios
recently announced that
singer Rihanna is the
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voice behind the protagonist Gratuity “Tip” Tucci
in the new movie, “Home,”
which will be the first 3-D
animated feature to have a
black woman as the lead.
Tip is also the first
protagonist
of
color
since 1998 [“The Prince
of Egypt”] and the only
other female protagonist
from DreamWorks studios, aside from Susan
Murphy in “Monsters
vs. Aliens.”
According to Mic, a
University of Southern
California study conducted in 2013 found that the
percentage of underrepresented characters is below
13 percent.
Bringing diversity and
inclusivity to the big
screen is imperative for
the sake of representation
– and children’s movies
are a great place to start.
Every child deserves to
be able to turn on the TV
or go to the movies and
to see positive and strong
role models that look
like them.
I can only hope that the
movie “Home” is a trailblazer for subsequent
movies made for both children and adults, because
accurate and authentic
representation matters.

Respond to Deanna at
thenews@bgnews.com
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“I imagine that one of the
reasons people cling to
their hate so stubbornly is
because they sense, once
hate is gone, they will be
forced to deal with the pain”
- James Baldwin.
Pain is a natural part
of life. We bleed, cry and
clench our hearts when we
go down.
Hate is a result of love lost
and feelings hurt; we just do
not want to accept the reality of the pain that follows.
We lose loved ones, a significant other, a brother and
sister, a best friend. Life is
unpredictable and experience will throw many questionable moments your way.
There are two things you
can do about pain: you can
hate it and the situation or
you can let life flow.
When you break down
pain, you realize that the
pain we feel comes down
to the idea of connection.
When we lose a significant
other and we are mad at
the love lost, we find hate
because we disconnect.
And that is so unnatural
when you think about it.
We love to connect with
people on many levels - both
socially and intimately.
When we connect, we feel
good and invincible because
we are wanted and accepted for who we are; that is
called love.
There is nothing more
powerful than being able to
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live off the energy of connection, because we can
find ourselves embracing who we are from every
aspect of our lives.
At the end of the day, we
just want to feel that we can
be ourselves and express
our deepest thoughts.
And connections makes
this possible.
When we disconnect, we
lose this security and it hurts
like no pain we thought was
possible. Losing someone
we cared so much about is
like picking a flower; eventually the life is sucked away,
as color fades and darkness
takes effect.
Whether it is a significant
other or a friend, disconnecting with people is both
unnatural and painful. Hate
occurs because we are in
denial and feel that we can
control the situation.
When feelings are lost,
we just don’t want to admit
that it’s over and that we
have to move on. We cling
to the idea of failure and feel
there was something more
we could have done.
We search for the control,
which leads to self-destruction. We just hate - and it
tears us into pieces.

No matter the pain and
amount of hate we use, love
is always around, because
the truth is we just wanted
to stay connected. And that
is OK.
No one is perfect and mistakes are going to be made
and it will result in disconnection with people. Pain
has a way of keeping our
humility in check and it
does so by teaching that we
must work hard.
That is why we run from
pain and emotions. But hate
is an emotion, too.
Clinging to hate gives us
the illusion not only of control, but also that the control
will make us stronger. Pain
is what drives us for something better in this world.
No matter how much
you want what you think
is fair, hate will only drive
people further away and
destroy them and you at the
same time.
Letting go and letting life
flow is simply dealing with
pain and fighting off hate,
because at the end of the
day, love is the light at the
end of the tunnel.
It is your choice to deal
with pain through hate or
love.
But I ask you this: is it
better to be destroyed or
rebuilt?

Respond to Jason at
thenews@bgnews.com

THE BG NEWS SUBMISSION POLICY
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters are generally to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University’s campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS
Guest Columns are generally longer
pieces between 400 and 700 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University’s
campus or the Bowling Green
area. Two submissions per month
maximum.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS
Send submissions as an attachment
to thenews@bgnews.com with the
subject line marked “Letter to the
Editor” or “Guest Column.” All submissions are subject to review and
editing for length and clarity before
printing. The editor may change the
headlines to submitted columns and
letters at his or her discretion.
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Road Continues...

Falcons advance to WCHA Final Five
By Corey Krupa
Reporter

The ninth ranked Bowling Green hockey team will
look to earn an NCAA tournament bid on Friday
against fourth ranked Michigan Tech in their WCHA
Semifinal playoff matchup.
The Falcons will play in the WCHA Final Five for the second consecutive year in Minnesota.
“I’m a firm believer that the more times you are
in situations like this, the better you’ll be the next
time,” said head coach Chris Bergeron. “We are
going there with the mindset that there’s a championship at stake and we are playing for something.
We’ll just leave the national tournament conversation

See HOCKEY | Page 7
STEVEN W. ECHARD | THE BG NEWS

THE BOWLING Green hockey team celebrates its home win earlier in the season as they advance to the WCHA Final Five semifinal game against Michigan Tech.

Gymnastics team prepares for
chance at conference championship
By Terrance Davis
Reporter

AMANDA LIEVENDAG runs forward during her vault attempt in a home meet at Anderson Arena earlier in the season.

ERIC BURGASSER | THE BG NEWS

The Bowling Green State
University gymnastics team is
in search of their fourth MAC
conference championship title,
first since 1985, as it heads to
Kent State.
The Falcons are riding high
with confidence after posting
their sixth-best team score in
program history en route to a
195.700–195.050 victory over
conference powerhouse Kent
State last Saturday evening at
Anderson Arena.
The win was Bowling Green’s
first over the Golden Flashes
since 2002. Kent State had
defeated Bowling Green 18
straight times heading into the
competition.
“We feel really prepared and
we are just ready to get out there
and give it our best effort,” head
coach Kerri Turner said. “We
are coming off our best performance of the year last weekend.
We beat Kent State for the first
time in 12 years, so that was
definitely a signature win for
our program and gives us a huge

confidence boost going into the
MAC Championships. We just
need to focus on our routines,
hit our numbers, block out distractions and we should be in
great shape.”
The Falcons will have one
final opportunity to improve
their Regional qualifying score
and can do so with a score
above a 193.025 at this week’s
MAC Championships. Bowling
Green currently ranks No. 40
in the RQS. The top 36 schools
go to the NCA A Regionals.
Although Bowling Green is currently on the outside looking in
for the NCAA Regionals, Coach
Turner’s Falcons are confident that her team will rise to
the occasion.
“We have had some of our best
meets against our biggest competitors, particularly against
Kent State and some of the Big
Ten schools like Michigan State
and Ohio State, so I’m too worried about them staying motivated to bring their best effort,”
Turner said. “I do think we need
to work on our focus because

See GYM | Page 7
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Falcons win two straight before dropping
game to nationally ranked Michigan

7

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

BG softball team prepares for first conference action of season against rival Toledo
By Aaron Parker
Assistant Sports Editor

Coming off of a two game
win streak, the Bowling
Green softball team took
on nationally ranked
Michigan on Wednesday
in an 8-1 loss.
The Wolverines went
ahead early in the game
and never let the Falcons
close. Leadoff hitters
Sierra Lawrence and Kelly
Christner both had three
hits for Michigan while
Sierra Romero added two.
The trio also combined for
all eight runs scored.
Lawrence went 3-4
against the BG defense
and scored 2 runs while
Christner and Romero
were perfect at the plate,
going 3-3 and 2-2 respec-
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BG baseball team begins
MAC play this weekend
The Bowling Green baseball team [5-10]
begins Mid-American Conference play this
weekend in a home series at Steller Field.
The Falcons take on Ball State [12-7] in
a 3-game series, with one game each on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
BG has lost its last four games going into
the series while the Cardinals have won each
of their last five games including a series
sweep last weekend.
Set to start for the Falcons is Andrew
Lacinak for the Friday game, while Jason Link
is set to start on the mound for the Falcons
on Saturday. The Sunday starter has yet to
be announced.
Catcher and designated hitter, Trey
Keegan has led BG on the offensive end with
a team-high .362 batting average. Freshman
first baseman Randy Righter has chipped in
as well with the second highest average, .350,
and a team-high three homeruns.
The Falcons began their conference season getting swept in a 3-game series against
Ball State last season. The Falcons will look to
start a bit quicker in the MAC this season.

tively.
The Falcons had only
four hits on the day.
Freshman Kayla Koch,
who had six hits on the
season going into the
game, collected two more
hits including a solo home
run in the fourth.
Junior Molly Holliday
had a triple while freshman Morgan Evangelista
added a single to total the
four hits for the Falcons.
The Falcons only run
came in the top of the
third, when Koch connected on a pitch from
Michigan senior Haylie
Wagner. It was the first
pitch of the inning, and
Koch sent the ball over
right-center field for her
third homer on the season.
That ties her for second on

the team this season.
Sophomore
pitcher
Briana Combs showed
promise in the game
working Michigan out of
scoring position in the
fifth. After allowing three
straight singles to load the
bases with one out, Combs
got the next batter to hit
back to the circle to toss
an easy out to home plate.
On the next hit, a
Wolverine batter sent the
ball to senior short stop
Aspen Searle for an out to
end the inning.
Combs took the loss in
the game, allowing three
runs and six hits in four
innings. She struck out
one Michigan batter and
walked two.
The Falcons had a
chance to score near the

GYM
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down to one last competition and they know what’s
at stake.
“We are excited and
ready to go,” Lievendag
said. “This is the meet
where we can show everyone how hard we’ve worked
all season. I’m just ready to
get out there and give it
my all.”
Sophomore Laura Feely
had similar thoughts.
“Since August, we’ve
been training non-stop for
this moment,” Feely said.
“It doesn’t matter who we
have to compete against.
We know we have the talent to hang with anyone.
We just have to continue to
execute at the level we’ve
been doing the past two
meets. This is anyone’s
championship to win.
Everyone is on an even
playing field so if we just
focus and bring that energy
I’m confident we can win.”

that has been a struggle
all season. We also need
them to be excited and
fully invested in each performance. This is for all the
marbles so I’m counting on
each of them to be completely supportive of each
other, even if things aren’t
going well. We can’t afford
to lose our confidence
because that when things
tend to fall apart.”
BG
enters
MAC
Championships with a
record of 8-8 [2-4 MAC.]
The Falcons have not finished the regular season
with a record of .500 or better since 2002.
In spite of that, senior
Amanda Lievendag said
her team isn’t concerned
with records, rankings or
previous scores. It comes

It’s in your
PLAN
Take summer classes
at Stark State

College –

on campus in North Canton or online!

end of the game, but were
unable to send their runners home. They put a pair
of runners on base in both
of the last two innings, but
a series of foul balls and
groundouts forced by back
up Michigan pitcher Tera
Blanco kept the team at
just one run.
The Falcons are 2-3
on the week and 7-13 on
the season.
“I am proud of the grit
of this team. What we
learned this week about
ourselves will pay off during the tough MAC season,” head Coach Shannon
Salsburg said.
The team will begin
action against their first
MAC opponent on March
28 against conference
rival Toledo.

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE

Visit us
online at

ᢙ
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⁛
Play more Sudoku and
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there. What we can control is ourselves and that
starts Friday.”
The other WCHA Final
Five semifinal matchup is between second
ranked Minnesota State
and Ferris State. The
winner of that game will
face the winner of the BG
and Michigan Tech game
Saturday, in the WCHA
Championship game.
The winner of the WCHA
Championship game will
secure an automatic bid
to the NCAA tournament,
and the Broadmoor trophy.
The Michigan Tech
Huskies enter the weekend
with an overall record of
28-8-2 and have won 12
of their last 14 games. The
Huskies can potentially
secure a number one seed
in the NCAA tournament.
“We look at them as a

The Sudoku Source of

team that we want to be
like. They’ve been a the
top-10 team all year long,”
Bergeron said.
BG has an overall record
of 23-10-5 and are 17-8-3
in conference play. The
Falcons can earn an atlarge bid if they do not win
the WCHA tournament.
The last time Michigan
Tech and BG faced each
other, both teams split
the weekend series last
January in Michigan. The
Falcons lost 3-4 in their
first matchup, and won 3-2
against the Huskies the
next game.
Michigan Tech leads the
all-time series between
the two teams with a 10-82 advantage. In last year’s
WCHA tournament, BG
swept Michigan Tech in
the first round.
In last weekend’s WCHA
first round playoff matchup, BG swept Northern
Michigan at the BGSU
Ice Arena.
In
Friday’s
playoff
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opener, the Falcons won
3-2 in overtime when
Tyler Spezia scored with
less than 30 seconds left
in overtime. The Falcons
won 4-1 on Saturday night
to advance to the WCHA
Final Five.
During Bergeron’s five
year coaching era at BG,
the Falcons have won
six best-of-three playoff
series. They are the only
team in the country that
has won at least one bestof-three playoff series in
each of the past five years.
Fr iday ’s
sem i f i na l
matchup against Michigan
Tech will begin at 5:07
p.m. at the Xcel Energy
Center in Minnesota. If
the Falcons advance to
the WCHA championship
game, they will play on
Saturday at 7:07 p.m.
“The mindset is that
we’ve got to play our game.
We need to be hard on
pucks, we need to defend
hard and be strong on special teams,” Bergeron said.

are being accepted

save money

.
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Peterson said the way was
made easier by alumni.
“Luckily, our alumni, they
did a good job of keeping a
record of everything that
they did, so we didn’t have
to start from the ground up,”
she said.
The show’s history was
on Howell and Peterson’s
minds as they spoke about
Jabberwock.
“I consider it an honor,”
Howell said of coordinating
the event. “The show’s been
going on in BG since 1967, so
just the fact that I get to continue that is pretty huge.”
Peterson said, “It’s exciting to just keep it going and
make it awesome and put
our own spin on things.”
Sophomore
Malicia
Tuck, who will be performing a dance at the show,
said to her Jabberwock is
about talent.

SAGA
From Page 1

“It’s a celebration of all talents,” she said. “Jabberwock
is a place people can show off
talents other people may not
know about.”
She added that Jabberwock
was a “safe place” to show off
these skills.
Peterson said one of the
great things about coordinating the show was getting
to know the talented people
involved.
“It’s not limited to the
black community, but it’s
something that usually
mostly the black community
is a participant of, so it’s cool
to see all the talent that they
have,” she said.
Bates said that Jabberwock
is something all people
can enjoy.
“I encourage everyone of
all races, backgrounds and
cultures to come experience
Jabberwock,” Bates said. “It’ll
be a great time.”
Jabberwock will begin at
7:30 p.m. on Saturday, March
21, in Olscamp 101.
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company’s entire software
library to the program.
“I was like a kid in a candy
store when I got that email,”
Spontelli said.
VCT alumna and current
VCT visual media coordinator
Amanda Cutcher completed a
co-op with the department in
spring and summer 2014.
She said she learned how to
use the printer and the software during that time.
At first, Cutcher said the lab
was intimidating, but now she
said she views it as “a walk in
the park.”
“I knew big printers were
out there and in the industry,
but I had never used them,”
Cutcher said. “I found it interesting to see how it works.”
She said she has given tours
of the lab to prospective and
first year students and the
first thing they always say
is, “Wow.”

winner receiving a $15
Chipotle gift card as well as
a lollipop tree. Those who
donate receive the opportunity to pull from a tree of
419-372-0328
lollipops and if the end of
The BG News will not knowingly
the sucker is colored, they
accept advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimhave the opportunity to
ination against any individual or
win a prize.
group on the basis of race, sex,
color, creed, religion, national
In the future, Jesse would
origin, sexual orientation, dislike to establish a “buddy
ability, status as a veteran, or on
the basis of any other legally proprogram” partnering with
tected status.
local schools and members
of SAGA. The idea would be
Help Wanted
to put members in contacts
with those with special
needs to help create the LaRoe Restaurant -cooks needed
Full-time & Part-time . Apply at
same sort of special bond
location Grand Rapids, OH
419-832-3082.
that her and Dylan did.
The first meeting was Pool Servers, Al a carte dinner
held a couple of weeks servers needed for a private club
ago with over 15 students in Hudson OH. $9/hr+tips. Send
resumes to DiningManager@
showing up interested in
Lakeforestcc.org
becoming members.
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McQueen said.
While Jesse admits that
the University has a pretty
good overall understanding and accommodations
for those with disabilities,
she believes there is room
for improvement and that
SAGA can do that.
“I really would like to see
more awareness on campus,” said Jesse.
The organization will be
selling blue and yellow ribbons at the Union tables to
bring awareness and raise
funds to donate to the
association.
There will be raff le
tickets for sale, with the

—
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1 Spot for an office
2 Handling the job
3 Hot sandwich
4 Muhammad Ali's faith
5 XXVI doubled
6 Unequivocal agreement
7 Transferrable image
8 Like a 7-Down, perhaps
9 Many holiday guests
10 "Bewitched" mother
11 Many a Mumbai man
12 Picked up pizza, say
13 Tended the turf
18 Phases out
23 Nabokov title girl
25 A gumshoe often
pays for it
26 Trait transmitter
27 The Crimson Tide
28 Swedish actress Lena
29 Strong lager
33 Mythical source of
wisdom
34 Longtime Aniston
co-star
36 Throw for a loop
37 Grandson of Eve

1 Short sermon
7 Barrier along a bank
11 Breakfast meat
14 Easy-entry baby outfit
15 "Happy Days" actress Moran
16 Skater Midori
17 *Tiny time unit
19 "Brave __ World"
20 Blues legend James
21 Words with instant and hour
22 Four Tops tune, e.g.
24 *Compromising position
27 "Sesame Street" music teacher
since the show's inception
30 Negative replies
31 Start a bridge hand
32 Standoffish
Part-Time
Park
34 Grifter'sSeasonal
game
Laborer-Maintenance
35 It's all in your headBowling
Green
Parks
& emcee
Recreation
39 *Prop
for an

43 "Times of Your Life" singer
Paul

Help Wanted
Part-Time Seasonal
Seasonal Park
Park
Part-Time
Laborer-Maintenance Bowling
Laborer-Maintenance Bowling
Green Parks & Recreation
Green Parks & Recreation
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and focused on the experiences of Chicanas
(Mexican American Women) and particularly
mestizas (Chicana and Mexican women who have
mixed Native American and Spanish heritage).
Writing iction, poetry, memoirs, and literary and
cultural criticism (sometimes all within the same
text), Anzaldúa has helped deine and lend authority
to women of color as well as gays and lesbians, whom she identiies as
empowered by the inclusiveness and expansiveness of metiza identity.
Anzaldúa was born on a ranch
“Books saved my sanity,
in south Texas, near the border
knowledge opened the
of Mexico. In her youth, she and
locked places in me and
her family labored as migrant
agricultural workers. Although
taught me irst how to
she felt stiled by the conines of
survive and then how
a traditional Chicano home life
to soar.”
in which gender roles tend to be
rigid and rather limiting, Anzaldúa
early found what she calls “an entry into a different way of being” through
reading. Defying everyone’s expectations, she went to college and earned a
B.A. from Pan American University, an M.A. from the University of Texas at
Austin, and did graduate work at the University of California at Santa Cruz.
She has taught high school English, been involved in education programs for
the children of migrant workers, and taught creative writing and literature at
a number of universities.

CELEBRATING WOMEN’S HISTORY MONTH

Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Research Symposium
March 30, 2015 | 9am-5 pm
314,315,308 Bowen Thompson Student Union
Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies Program @ BGSU

**over 3 allowed on lease (3-8stu)
930 Wooster 6 bdrm/315 E.Merry.
See cartyrentals.com or 353-0325
Also 1-2 BR apts 300 block Merry

44 Popular Calif. destination
45 Buzzy instrument
46 Clump of dirt
48 Tiki bar accessory
50 Capital of Saskatchewan?
51 *Loitered
56 Coastal recess
57 Show willingness to
compromise
58 Director Kazan
62 Steeped brew
63 Mood, and a literal feature
of the answer to each
starred clue
66 Turntable letters
67 Musical syllables
68 "The Wrestler" star Mickey
69 Seventh Greek letter
70 Bark excitedly
71 Orderly arrangements
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&w/laundry
responsible
male,
6BR
house
3rd
St,
BG
petw/
friendly,
$1500/mo
$300/mo
$100
dep,
all
utils
6BR house w/laundry - 3rd St, inc.
BG
Call 419-354-6117.
419-308-2676
Call
friendly, $1500/mo
pet
www.bgtoledorent.com

Call 419-308-2676

Highland
Management
now leasApartments
for Rent
www.bgtoledorent.com
ing for
2015-2016
1&2
BR Apts. school
May & yr.
Aug1&2
bdrms available.
419-354-6036
419-354-9740
or
glrentals77@gmail.com

Houses for rent, 4-5 BR, 2 baths,
Furn. room w/ freedom of house,
between
campus & downtown,
to clean & responsible male,
$1500/mo,
call 419-340-2500.
$300/mo
w/ $100
dep, all utils inc.

Furn. room w/ freedom of house,
Call 419-354-6117.
to clean
& responsible male,
$300/mo
$100 dep, allnow
utilsleasinc.
Highlandw/
Management
419-354-6117.
ing for Call
2015-2016
school yr. 1&2

322 E Court-1BR- $420
818 2nd- 2BR- $500

For Rent

125 Baldwin- 3BR- $900
605 Fifth -2BR- $400

Houses, Houses,
Houses, Houses
Houses
Houses,
Price Reduced!
Price
Reduced!
239 S College 4 Bd, 2 Ba $890
239
821 S
C College
Second 4
1 Bd,
Bd, 2
1 Ba
Ba $890
$350
Studios
821 CShamrock
Second
1 -Bd,
1 Ba $350
Frobose
Rentals
419-352-6064.
Frobose
Rentals
- 419-352-6064.
Leases
avail for
summer
www.froboserentals.com
www.froboserentals.com
& fall,
starting at $445, includes:

May
2015-12
lease:
all util,
cable,
fullymonth
furnished,
WiFi,
322 E Court-1BR- $420
cats allowed,
call
354-0070
or
818
2nd2BR$500
322 E Court-1BR- $420
ShamrockBG.com
Aug818
2015
-122BRmonth
lease:
2nd$500
125 Baldwin- 3BR- $900

605
Fifth -2BR125
Baldwin3BR-$400
$900
www.BGApartments.com
605 Fifth -2BR- $400
419-352-8917

Shamrock Studios
Leases avail for summer
& fall,Shamrock
starting at Studios
$445, includes:
Leases
summer WiFi,
all util,
cable,avail
fullyfor
furnished,
&cats
fall, allowed,
starting at
$445,
includes:
call
354-0070
or
ShamrockBG.com
all util, cable,
fully furnished, WiFi,

cats allowed, call 354-0070 or

Very nice house, legal for 7. Avail.
ShamrockBG.com
Aug 2015. 1/2 blk. from Founders.
419-352-6992 or 419-601-2442.

bdrms available. 419-354-6036
$1500/mo, call 419-340-2500.

Houses for rent, 4-5 BR, 2 baths,
between campus & downtown,
$1500/mo, call 419-340-2500.

WOODLAND MALL
CINEMA 5
Woodland Mall • N. Main Street
• NEW HOURS! •
Tues.-Thurs. open at 2 PM
Fri.-Mon. Open at 11:30 AM

CINDERELLA (PG)
(1:00)* (3:55) 7:00 10:00
RUN ALL NIGHT (R)
(12:15)* (3:15) 7:20 10:10

** 1
 
 Friendly!
  
& 2Bdrm
Apts. Pet
9     
S       
A    !   " 

CHAPPIE (R)
(12:30)* (3:30) 7:10 10:05
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Houses, Houses, Houses
Price Reduced!
239 S College 4 Bd, 2 Ba $890
821 C Second 1 Bd, 1 Ba $350
Frobose Rentals - 419-352-6064.
www.froboserentals.com

Highland Management now leasHouses
for rent, 4-5
BR, 2yr.
baths,
ing
for 2015-2016
school
1&2
between
campus419-354-6036
& downtown,
bdrms
available.

For Rent

1 # $ %&'( )+,-. /0, 2'304&567
www.8:'-3,6-;<:'0:+,.=>(
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38 Kerfuffles
40 Walk heavily
41 Really enjoyed
oneself
42 Shallot covering
47 Threw
48 Unique
49 Writer Welty
51 British bishop's
topper
52 Hardly handy
53 Peruvian grazer
54 Update to reflect
new roads, say
55 Voice an objection
59 Pre-euro currency
60 Dark and murky
61 Sugary drinks
64 "Norma __"
65 On behalf of

THE GUNMAN (R)
(12:45am)* (3:50) 7:05 9:55
INSURGENT (PG-13)
3D (12:30)* (3:45) 10:15
2D 7:15
*= Friday- Monday ( )= Matinee Showtime

3/25/2015

Now providing services to area within one mile of Bowling Green!!!

